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Cyber Ware Ltd completes High Tech WiFi refit of England’s world famous Tudor
Warship the Mary Rose.
Peterborough firm Cyber Ware Ltd today announced that today’s opening of the new £35m Mary
Rose Museum in Portsmouth will see the launch of its latest cloud based public WiFi network
that will play a key role in connecting UK and international visitors not only to the Internet but to an
a multi media rich experience.

With the ever increasing number of mobile devices, smartphones and tablets, the system is
designed to allow visitors to use their own mobiles and tablets to connect to the Museum’s wide
network. Eventually visitors will be able to interact with many of the Museum’s 15,000 exhibits and
get a real taste of life aboard the 16th Century flagship. Visitors will engage with the Mary Rose to
reveal and discover her history and secrets in exciting and entertaining ways, 500 years after she
sank.

More than just a WiFI solution, the Cyber Ware solution provides far more than High speed
internet access for visitors making use of the cloud and data warehousing technology to allow the
museum to deliver a wide range of content and mobile apps to just about any smartphone or
tablet and to easily build and deliver virtual, tablet based tours directly onto the visitor's own
device.

“We are delighted and proud to have been involved with the project that has been dubbed
“Britain’s Pompeii” by historian David Starkey and are excited to see the doors finally open on
months worth of development work. The opening represents the beginning of the next phase of
the projects life cycle as we now have to manage, operate and develop the the service for what is
set to become one of the UK’s most exciting and busiest tourist attractions.”  Frank Oakes MD

To Learn More about the technologies, involved and the project visit www.cyberware.co.uk
About Cyber Ware Ltd.
Established in 1996, one of the UKs oldest ISP’s Cyber Ware has long been a leader in building
and delivering innovative Network and Software solutions as a Service (NaaSSaaS). More than
just an infrastructure provider we don’t just build networks, we operate them. Providing our
customers with end to end delivery, as well as the processes, expertise, discipline required to
deliver a consistently high quality of service to customers.

In an fast changing technology

environment and escalating bandwidth costs, we provide, insight, control, support and quality of
service enabling customers to better control costs.

With ever increasing expectations for better connectivity and the explosion of mobile devices,
mobile devices and new WiFi and IP enabled devices and with current and emerging government
legislation the need to provide a managed solution and controlled access for organisations has
become vital if organisations are to avoid escalating connectivity costs.

Making the right Internet choices can be challenging. Amongst other things Cyber Ware provides
customers with a highly customisable yet simple, secure, scalable set of cloud based service
and network solution that can be plugged into existing networks to provide a single managed
solution to provide enterprise wide compliance, communications, monitoring, control and support

using cloud enabled networking.

More than a just an access solution, its Hospitality based Guest and business BYOD Smart WiFi
solution connects hoteliers, companies and their staff to guests, driving productivity, enhancing
satisfaction and reducing costs without the need for longterm capital investments.
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